Thousands of foreign-born children enter the United States every year. Many, particularly those crossing at the Mexican border, arrive without legal immigration status and unaccompanied by adults. Once here, these children have certain rights under the Constitution and the immigration laws of this country. Their primary right is to a deportation hearing. Under the current procedures used by the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS), however, these children are encouraged to waive that right and "elect" voluntary departure. The voluntary departure process requires that they admit to having entered the country illegally, choose the country to which they will return, and leave without having had any hearing.' If the children are Mexican, as most are, they spend a short time in a "staging facility" before they are quickly returned to their homeland. If they come from a country that is not contiguous with the United States, however, they are transferred to a long-term facility, where they remain until transportation is arranged back to their home country. The authors would like to thank Deborah Anker for her helpful comments on an earlier draft, and especially Jama Lazerow for his invaluable editorial assistance throughout the progress of this comment. While detained, these children are refused contact with the outside. In recent testimony, it was revealed that [one child], seven years old, was held at a detention center for nearly six weeks: she did not contact counsel, nor did she receive INS assistance to secure a representative to aid her.
[Another child], twelve years old when arrested and detained by agents, remained in custody for more than two weeks without contact with counsel or a representative from the mexican or salvadoran [sic] consulate. He testified that he did not understand the forms
I. LEGAL BACKGROUND
While it is a nation's fundamental right to exclude or admit foreigners, 8 once they are inside the United States, whether legally or not, they are entitled to the guarantees of the fifth amendment's due process clause. 9 These guarantees protect against denial of life, liberty, or property without "due process of law." 10 "It is well-settled that the right to a deportation hearing is of constitutional scope because deportation 'involves issues basic to human liberty and happiness and, in the present upheavals in lands to which aliens may be returned, perhaps to life itself.' ",1 Indeed, the Supreme Court has noted that "aliens who have once passed through our gates, even illegally, may be expelled only after proceedings conforming to traditional standards of fairness encompassed in due process of law." 1 2
Clearly, then, these children are entitled to due process. But, "what process is due?" 1 3 Due process is a flexible concept, requiring different procedures in different contexts. 1 4 Outside the deportation setting, the Supreme Court has established that "[a] fundamental requirement of due process is 'the opportunity to be heard.' "15 Additionally, such opportunity "must be granted at a meaningful time and in a meaningful manner." 1 6 Expanding on this concept, lower courts have ruled that, to satisfy due process, the exercise of a right that was created to protect constitutional entitlements-such as a deportation hearing-must be feasible. 17 More specific requirements for deportation hearings have been established by the Immigration and Nationality Act (the Act). 1 8 Under the Act, deportability must be established at a hearing for which the alien has had reasonable opportunity to be present and reasonable notice of the charges.' 9 At the hearing, the alien is entitled to be represented by coun-COMMENT sel, present evidence, cross examine witnesses, and examine and object to evidence offered by the Justice Department's attorney (in effect, the prosecutor). 20 Federal regulations additionally require that the proceedings and documents presented in a foreign language will be accurately translated, and that the immigration judge inform the alien of available procedural rights and free legal services.
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Because Congress and the courts have recognized these due process rights for aliens, it follows that the waiver of these rights should be accorded equally stringent regard. 22 This Comment argues that deportation hearings may not be waived by unaccompanied minor aliens; due process in this context demands mandatory deportation hearings.
II. WHAT PROCESS IS DUE TO UNACCOMPANIED MINOR ALIENS?

A. Denial of Liberty and Property Interests.
In deportation cases, when INS procedures threaten a life, liberty, or property interest as envisioned by the fifth amendment, a constitutionally-recognized interest is at stake and the foreigner is entitled to due process protections. 23 These protections are triggered when unaccompanied minor aliens are asked to sign voluntary departure forms; the current INS procedures used in processing these children not only threaten, but truly deny them both their liberty and property interests. 24 The [T]his court has never held, nor must we now be understood as holding, that administrative officers, when executing the provisions of a statute involving the liberty of persons, may disregard the fundamental principles that inhere in "due process of law" as understood at the time of the adoption of the Constitution. One of these principles is that no person shall be deprived of his liberty without opportunity, at some time, to be heard, before such officers, in respect of the matters upon which that liberty depends .... 26 Cases that followed Japanese Immigrant reiterated this view. For example, in 1985, in Haitian Refugee Center v. Smith, 27 the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit found that the federal regulations establishing asylum procedures, 2 8 as well as the United Nations Protocol that the United States signed in 1968,29 created a liberty interest that protects refugees and asylum applicants. 30 The court also found, in the fifth amendment's property clause, due process protections for Haitians and other refugees from countries experiencing civil strife. 3 1 The court agreed with the plaintiffs that the INS's accelerated deportation process and its knowing creation of scheduling conflicts and unattainable filing deadlines for Haitian applicants violated the Constitution; the court emphasized that for the United States' commitment to the United Nations Protocol to have any significance, the foreign-born at least must be given the chance to seek political asylum-even though the grant of asylum is ultimately discretionary. 3 2 Indeed, the court noted that government conduct violates "the fundamental fairness which is the essence of due process when it creates a right.., and then makes the exercise of that right utterly impossible." ' 33 The court therefore ordered the INS to adhere to its established procedure-notice and a hearing at a meaningful time and in a meaningful manner. The Protocol prohibits the expulsion of any individual who has a "well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion." The individual can be excluded, however, on grounds of "national security or public order"-but due process must be met before expulsion is enforced. Haitian Refugee Center, 676 F.2d at 1028 n.8.
30. 676 F.2d at 1029. In Parker v. Cook, the court conceded that the government rarely labels its actions as creating "liberty interests," necessitating ajudicial review of"the substance of the state action to determine whether a liberty interest has been created." 642 F.2d 865, 867 (5th Cir. Unit B 1981). Another court found that the President had "invited" tens of thousands of Cubans to this country and his invitation gave rise to a protected liberty interest that could not be impaired without due process of law. 
COMMENT
The Second Circuit's reasoning in Augustin v. Sava 35 supports the Fifth Circuit's decision. Using a similar analysis, the Augustin court reasoned that by treaty, statute and regulations, the United States had manifested its intention to hear pleas of aliens who claimed a fear of persecution in their homelands. 36 The court noted that while this intention does not necessarily grant the privilege of asylum to all who enter the United States, it does grant the right to be heard on those pleas. Thus detainees have a constitutionally-protected right to petition and present an asylum claim.
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B. Deportation Proceedings.
Even though a liberty or property interest has been created, a deportation hearing is only mandatory if due process will be denied when a hearing is not granted. The Supreme Court has created a balancing test to determine whether due process mandates a particular procedure.
38
The factors considered under the test are (1) the private interests affected by the official action, (2) the "risk of an erroneous deprivation of [the private interests] through the procedures used, and the probable value, if any, of [the suggested] safeguard," and (3) the government interests affected by the suggested change, "including the.., fiscal and administrative burdens that the [change] would entail." '39 Lower federal courts have used the Supreme Court's balancing test to find that various procedures followed by the INS did not meet the minimum requirements mandated by the due process clause. In Haitian Refugee Center v. Smith, 40 as discussed above, 4 1 the Fifth Circuit held that the INS's accelerated deportation procedure denied due process to Haitian refugees. In applying the balancing test, the court found that (1) the Haitians had a strong interest in proving the entitlement of asylum, (2) there was a high risk of erroneous determinations, and (3) 42. 676 F.2d at 1040. The court also noted without explication that "it is... in the government's interest to make informed determinations." Ide; see also Augustin, 735 F.2d at 37-38 (noting that due process likely violated by failing to provide accurate translators in asylum proceedings and that due process warrants hearings for aliens likely to be persecuted in their homelands).
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DUKE LAW JOURNAL [Vol. 1988:114 In Orantes-Hernandez v. Smith, 4 3 a federal district court also found that INS procedures failed to satisfy due process. The court granted injunctive relief to prohibit the use of INS procedures that effectively coerced Salvadoran aliens into signing voluntary departure forms in lieu of requesting deportation hearings. 44 The court found that INS agents disclosed only certain facts when the foreigners were deciding whether to choose voluntary departure, emphasizing only the "down" side of the situation. 4 5 Although the court did not specifically use the balancing test in finding that the Salvadorans had been denied their constitutional and statutory rights, it did note that the risks to the Salvadorans from denial of a deportation hearing outweighed any hardship to the INS. 4 6 In dicta, the court used the balancing test as a secondary rationale for requiring that affirmative notice of the right to petition for asylum be granted to the Salvadoran aliens. (1985) . The court's reasoning was three-fold. First, "Congress made no direct reference to a notice requirement"; second, "Congress provides many opportunities... without requiring the government to publicize their availability," such as "the right to seek educational loans or public assistance"; and third, frivolous claims would be encouraged by informing all aliens of the right. 727 F.2d at 982-83.
Four members of the court filed a powerful dissent, reasoning that if the Act is "to have 'meaning' and the constitutionally protected right to petition for asylum.., is to have any substance, [the aliens] must be informed that the procedures and rights provided by the Act are available to them." Id. at 989-90. Moreover, notice would effectuate Congress's intent: Congress passed the Refugee Act to "'give statutory meaning to our national commitment to human rights and humanitarian concerns.'" Id. at 989 (quoting S. Rmi,. No. 256, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 1, reprinted in 1980 U.S. CODE CONG. & ADMIN. NEWS 141). The dissent pointed out that it is inappropriate to liken this situation to one of educational loans and public assistance because the aliens that Congress hoped to aid by the Act "frequently arrive on our shores ignorant of our legal system and unschooled in our language." Id. at 989. Finally, the dissent noted that while it is true that fewer claims will be filed if aliens are not notified of their rights, those with legitimate claims will lose their right to petition, "effectively emasculating the very rights that Congress intended to create." Id. at 990 n.ll.
Jean's applicability should be limited for two reasons. First, Jean concerned only the rights of excludable aliens-foreigners who, by a legal fiction that is applied during an "exclusion" hearing, may be kept from even entering the United States. See id. at 961 & n.1. The aliens of concern in this comment already have entered the country and are subject only to deportation. Second, according to the Supreme Court, the court of appeals improperly reached the constitutional question in Jean, as there were nonconstitutional statutory and regulatory grounds that should have been the basis for the decision. 472 U.S. 846, 848, 854 (1985) (proper grounds were the Immigration and Naturalization Act and the Naturalization Service Regulations).
In Ramirez-Osorio v. INS, the Fifth Circuit held that the INS's refusal to give blanket notice of the right to petition for asylum frustrated neither congressional purposes nor the Constitution. 745 F.2d 937, 943 (5th Cir. 1984). Ramirez however, was based on a criticism of previous cases that When unaccompanied minor aliens are deprived of a deportation hearing, the resulting harm to their private interests is substantial and significant--"during the formative years of childhood and adolescence, minors often lack the experience, perspective, and judgment to recognize and avoid choices that could be detrimental to them." '48 Hence, when considering the legal interest of these unaccompanied children, one must heed the solicitude the law affords them. 49 Indeed, application of the Court-created balancing test strongly supports the conclusion that deportation hearings must be mandatory for unaccompanied minor aliens.
The first part of the test examines the private interests affected by the official action. These particular children have significant interests that are forfeited when they erroneously elect voluntary departure. Waiving the statutory right to a deportation proceeding results in the simultaneous waiver of numerous other statutory rights: for example, representation by counsel, examination of adverse evidence, presentation of exculpatory evidence and cross-examination of witnesses. 5 0 These rights can hardly be deemed insignificant.
Unaccompanied children also have substantial interests in the many alternatives available under the Act: political asylum, 5 1 withholding of deportation, 5 2 adjustment of status, 5 3 suspension of deportation, 5 4 and deferred action status. 55 Not surprisingly, the United States District had failed to counterbalance administrative necessity in making the determination that due process required blanket notice of a constitutional right. Ia at 945-46. Thus, Ramirez should be limited to cases in which "the additional administrative burdens that might result" outweigh the benefit that would ensue from the change in procedure. Id. at 946. Indeed, Ramirez itself recognizes the necessity of giving notice to "high risk populations," id. at 947, which certainly defines the unaccompanied alien children at issue here.
48 1)(iii) (1978) , which authorized district director to grant status deferring deportation indefinitely for humanitarian reasons). The current operating instruction, 103.1(a)(1)(ii) (1981), which superseded the 1978 instruction, seriously undermines the ration-Court for the Central District of California agrees that minors' constitutional rights are deprived when they waive their right to a deportation hearing because they do not understand the panoply of rights their waiver abandons:
it is a reasonable conclusion that many unaccompanied minors consent to voluntary departure without knowledge that there are other alternatives available.... Having determined that most ... waive rights which they could not know of when they consent to voluntary departure, it follows that these waivers of rights, because they are not made voluntarily, intelligently, and knowingly, are ineffective [and effect] a de facto deprivation of these minors' constitutional rights. 56 The second part of the test, which considers the harm resulting from the government procedure and the benefits ensuing from the suggested safeguards, also weighs in favor of the proposed change. Under current INS procedures, the risk of erroneous results-that is, returning a child. who has a legitimate claim to remain in the United States-is great. Reasonable consideration of the age, experience, educational level, intelligence and cultural and language background of these children 57 suggests that unaccompanied minor aliens understand neither the INS form, the nature of their rights, nor the consequences of exercising or waiving those rights. Thus, the risk of error is both substantial and likely. Moreover, the benefits that would result from implementing the suggested change-mandatory deportation hearings for all unaccompanied minors-are manifest.
The third part of the balancing test examines the government interests affected by the suggested change. Concerns with administrative efficiency and ensuring greater compliance with constitutional and statutory commands 58 suggest that mandating deportation hearings for these children is actually in the government's interest. The suggested change, requiring deportation hearings for all unaccompanied minor aliens, will not place undue strain upon the courts. The new process will apply only to unaccompanied minors-the most vulnerable of all. Even if a strain on the court system does develop, any administrative burden is clearly outweighed by the private interests at stake. 62 III. PSYCHOLOGICAL DATA Psychological research supports the conclusion that detained children cannot make a knowing, intelligent, and voluntary waiver of their legal rights. In one recent study, for example, Thomas Grisso found that a majority of American juveniles were not competent to waive their Miranda rights. 63 Although Miranda rights apply only in criminal proceedings and not in the deportation context, the results of Grisso's research are still instructive, for they suggest that the majority of juveniles-even those who are native English speakers-cannot knowingly, intelligently, and voluntarily waive any legal rights, whether civil or criminal.
59.
Spanish is the only language of the vast majority of the minor aliens. While some INS Border Patrol agents speak native Spanish, many have taken no courses in the language other than the 19-week training course at the Border Patrol Academy. Plaintiffs' Brief, supra note 2, at 5 n.l. 60. Id. at 4-5. The terms that are frequently misunderstood include: "deportation hearing," "bail," "voluntary departure," and "asylum." Id.
61. Id. 62. Cf Goldberg, 397 U.S. at 265-66 (finding that in the welfare context increased fiscal and administrative burden is outweighed by private interests of recipients).
T. GRIsso, JUVENILES' WAIVER OF RIGHTS: LEGAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL COMPETENCE
59-88 (1981).
Grisso's "results indicate that understanding [of the Miranda rights] is indeed deficient in [the twelve or below] age range compared to the overall juvenile sample, with inadequate understanding present in about three of four cases in this age range (compared to about one of two for the total sample)." Id at 89. His results also show, however, that between the ages of fourteen and sixteen "age itself ceased to account for individual differences in understanding." Id. at 90. Thus, Grisso recommends that, while age and intelligence should serve as "legal indicants" in determining a juvenile's ability competently to waive her legal rights, intelligence should weigh more heavily in later teenage years. Id One may infer from Grisso's finding of the decreased significance of age between the ages of fourteen and sixteen that "intelligent" older minors would have a greater understanding of their legal rights than would less intelligent minors. This reasoning, however, is inapplicable to the present inquiry; even an intelligent older minor in Mexico or El Salvador, for example, and even one who is literate in English, would be unfamiliar with American legal institutions and would necessarily still have difficulty understanding American legal rights.
A. Can Juveniles Knowingly Waive Miranda Rights?
Grisso examined the ability of juveniles to comprehend Miranda rights. He assumed that if the rights are understood, then the element of "knowing," as required by the fifth amendment in cases of waiver, is fulfilled.6 Grisso used three methods to determine whether the juveniles understood the Miranda rights. First, he asked the juveniles to paraphrase the warnings after they heard them read aloud and saw them displayed on printed cards. 6 5 The results of this method showed that only 20% understood all four Miranda warnings; 55% misunderstood at least one warning, and the remaining 25% had only "questionable" understanding of the warnings. 66 Grisso next asked the juveniles to define key words in the Miranda warnings; he assumed that even a seemingly accurate paraphrase could conceal misconception if the subjects had not understood the important words in the warning. 67 In this instance, six key words of the Miranda warnings were read to the juveniles, who then saw the same words displayed on printed cards. 6 8 After listening to a sentence using one of the words, the juveniles were asked to explain what the word meant.
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Nearly two-thirds of the juveniles misunderstood at least one of the six words. 70 Finally, Grisso asked the juveniles to identify and match preconstructed sentences with meanings similar to those found in the warnings. Again, a Miranda warning was shown and read to the juveniles. The juveniles were then asked to determine whether other sentences that were read aloud by the examiners had meanings similar to the Miranda warnings. 7 1 In this, as in the first measure, the juveniles demonstrated an inadequate understanding of their right to have an attorney before and during interrogation; their understanding of their right to have an attorney appointed was even poorer than it was in the first measure. 72 Indeed, approximately 30% of the juveniles answered incorrectly in at least one of three cases.
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Drawing from the results of all three methods of determining competency, Grisso concluded that about half of the juveniles aged ten to sixteen misunderstood at least one of the Miranda rights. 74 This misunderstanding was significantly higher among those under the age of fourteen. 75 The results speak for themselves: overwhelmingly, juveniles cannot knowingly waive their Miranda rights.
B. Can Juveniles Intelligently Waive Miranda Rights?
To test the ability of juveniles to intelligently waive Miranda rights, Grisso studied the juveniles' understanding of the purpose and function of these rights. 76 He assumed that competence to waive a right requires not only an understanding of the right, but also an understanding of its significance. 77 Indeed, in the Miranda setting, if a defendant lacks this understanding, a court is not justified in ruling that a waiver is valid. 78 Thus, Grisso measured comprehension of the significance of the right to remain silent, the function of defense attorneys, and the role of police in interrogation.
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Not surprisingly, the research demonstrated that many juveniles do not understand the significance of the right to remain silent. One-third believed that defense attorneys defend only the innocent. 80 Many believed that a police officer could lawfully persuade a person not to remain silent, and "a majority... believed that a judge could revoke a person's right" to remain silent. 8 1 Based on these misconceptions, a waiver of the right to remain silent and the right to counsel cannot be considered intelligent.
Grisso also explored the way juveniles decide whether or not to waive their rights. 82 Here, when presented with hypothetical questions, the juveniles under fourteen years old considered fewer alternatives, fewer possible consequences, and more immediate than long-range consequences. 83 The same conclusion held for the juveniles of a distinct cultural minority (in this case blacks 
C. Can Juveniles Voluntarily Waive Miranda Rights?
To determine whether juveniles exercise their rights without inhibition and thus act voluntarily when making waiver decisions, Grisso compiled data on how frequently the juveniles invoked the right to remain silent. 8 5 He assumed that if adults exercised this right significantly more than did children, the children's inhibition would be attributable to lack of voluntariness. 86 In the jurisdiction studied, approximately threequarters of the juveniles who were arrested for felonious crimes were interrogated by police, but only about 10% of them asserted their right to remain silent. 8 7 Moreover, children under fifteen almost never exercised the right to remain silent, whereas adults asserted the right in 42.7% of the cases. 88 In addition, while a majority of juveniles suggested obtaining legal counsel in response to hypotheticals about interrogation and waiver, once arrested very few actually requested lawyers. 89 This study presents even stronger evidence that juveniles are inhibited in the exercise of their rights. Thus, their actions cannot be truly voluntary. 90 In sum, Grisso's research revealed that American juveniles under fourteen are overwhelmingly unable to knowingly, intelligently, and voluntarily waive their legal rights. 9 1 Even without further empirical research, one would expect that foreign-born children, necessarily from a distinct culture, would also have difficulty understanding their legal rights.
In fact, foreign children are at an even greater disadvantage. First, unlike most American children, foreign-born juveniles generally are not fluent in English. Second, American legal institutions (such as courts and hearings) and the freedoms that America grants are unfamiliar to many foreign-born children. Because a majority of American juveniles cannot make a knowing, intelligent, and voluntary waiver of their Miranda rights, 92 the difficulties of youth, but also unfamiliar with both the American judicial process and the English language, can make a knowing and intelligent waiver of similar legal rights. The only logical alternative, then, to protect the interests of these children, is to afford all unaccompanied minor aliens deportation hearings. While a deportation hearing provides no assurance that a foreigner will be afforded all protections available under the law, certainly counsel at a hearing would diligently represent his or her client. Even without the benefit of counsel, however, the immigration judge is duty-bound to uphold all laws and follow the Constitution. 93 Thus, there is little doubt that a foreigner is much more likely to be adequately protected by American laws if granted a deportation hearing than if denied one.
Some critics will suggest that if the INS waiver were merely reworded or a translator were provided, then the problems with the current procedures would be remedied. Two other studies on Miranda rights and juveniles suggest, however, that these measures would be wholly inadequate. 94 Both studies demonstrate that simplifying the Miranda warnings does not result in greater understanding. 95 Similarly, even a better understanding of the INS form would not necessarily result in a fully valid waiver. Grisso's research establishes that merely understanding the words on a form does not demonstrate that one understands the significance of those words. 96 For example, understanding that Miranda afforded a general right to silence, but believing that the right could be revoked, strongly illustrates a "failure to sense the legal protection behind the right." 97 Misconceiving the right as conditional would result in an invalid waiver.
Likewise, merely providing a translator would not ensure a knowing, intelligent, and voluntary waiver of the right to a deportation hearing. While translation may -help provide a better understanding of the spoken words, again it would not ensure that the detained children would understand the significance of those words. Because Americanborn children suffer such grave difficulties understanding their legal rights, the logical assumption is that foreign youngsters' potential difficulties are even greater. 95. Id.. While not ruling out the possibility that a certain rewording would be better understood, the researchers questioned whether "any single rewording of the warnings would suffice, given the wide range of cultural, linguistic, and educational backgrounds of juvenile suspects." Id.
96. Id. at 109-30. 97. Id. at 128-29.
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